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Chapter 6

The Emergence of Norm Dependency in
Quantifiers

Human natural languages use quantifiers as ways to designate the number of
objects of a set. They include numerals, such as “three”, or circumscriptions, such
as “a few”. The latter are not only underdetermined but also context dependent.
We provide a cultural-evolution explanation for the emergence of such quantifiers,
focusing in particular on the role of environmental constraints on strategy choices.
Through a series of situated interaction experiments, we show how a community
of robotic agents can self-organize a quantification system. Di↵erent perceptions
of the scene make underdetermined quantifiers useful and environments in which
the distribution of objects exhibits some degree of predictability creates favorable
conditions for context-dependent quantifiers. This chapter has previously been
published as: Pauw, S. and Hilfery, J. (2012). The emergence of quantifiers. In
Steels, L., editor, Experiments in Cultural Language Evolution. John Benjamins

6.1

Introduction

Quantifiers are ways in which the speaker can indicate the number of objects in
a set. Some quantifiers are absolute and precise, such as “three”. Others are
absolute and underdetermined, such as “about three”. And some quantifiers are
underdetermined and scalable with respect to an expected number. For example,
the quantifier many does not refer to the same amount in example 1 as it does
in 2.
1. There are many students in the classroom.
2. There are many teachers in the classroom.
The intended meaning of the quantifier depends on how many students and teachers are expected in the classroom. Many factors could play a role in scaling: the
size of object under consideration (Hormann, 1983; Newstead and Coventry, 2000;
85
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Feigenson et al., 2002), their density (Coventry et al., 2005), their contour length
(Clearfield and Mix, 2001), the amount of contrasting object (Coventry et al.,
2010).
It has been noted both from a psychological (Sapir, 1944) and a modeling
(Lappin, 2000) point of view that scalable and absolute quantifiers should be
treated as di↵erent categories. Here we are interested to understand how both
types of quantifiers are processed and how they could originate in a population
of speakers. We focus only on one particular scaling factor, namely the expected
frequency of the type of object (Moxey and Sanford, 1993a).
We follow a common approach to language evolution: Language users are assumed to acquire strategies for using, acquiring and building quantifier systems
and self-organization and selection then leads the population to a shared system
adapted to the ecological conditions they encounter. We have therefore operationalised two language strategies: one strategy based on absolute quantification
and the other based on scalable quantification. We show that the predictability of
the number of a specific type of object makes scalable quantifiers more useful and
show that a selectionist dynamics at the level of strategies leads the population
to adopt such a strategy when relevant.
The experiments reported here are certainly not built from scratch. They
presuppose a lot of mechanisms that have been developed and tested in other
related experiments (Spranger et al., 2010b; Pauw and Spranger, 2010; Steels
and Loetzsch, 2009). For example we provide the agents with the mechanisms for
deriving situation models through vision, for describing objects and their spatial
relations and for counting the number of objects in a set. On the other hand, the
experiments leave the agents free to develop their own quantifier system and use
the most efficient language strategy for the environments they encounter.
In order to provide detailed insight in the dynamics of the experiments and
the mechanisms involved, both language strategies are first studied in isolation.
The examination of each strategy is broken down into three steps. The first
step involves a reconstruction experiment. We endow the agents with a fully
developed quantifier system and test its performance in a baseline experiment. In
the second step, we introduce a set of learning operators and test their adequacy
in an acquisition experiment. Finally, we show in a formation experiment how
linguistic selection based on communicative success causes a quantifier system to
emerge in the group through situated embodied interactions.
In a final experiment, we provide the agents with both strategies and show
that, if the environment displays a consistently high degree of prototypicality,
robotic agents tend towards a language strategy for scalable quantifiers. In
essence, we show that environmental constraints in themselves are enough to
bias the system towards scalable quantification.
We propose concrete cognitive constraints and use robots as a platform to
model the use, acquisition and formation for language strategies. We do not
claim that our model faithfully simulates the way humans acquire or build up
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quantifier systems. We only claim that the model is functionally e↵ective in
the sense that it could be operationalized and explains the phenomena we are
interested in.

6.2

Embodied interaction

The experiments we describe are based on communicative interactions between
humanoid robots (see Steels (2012c) for specific details). Figure 6.1 shows an
example scene with two robotic agents interacting in a shared environment. The
setup utilized here is similar to the one used in the spatial language-game experiments as described in Spranger et al. (2010b); Pauw and Spranger (2010). Each
robot perceives the world through its own onboard sensors, e.g., a camera and
proprioceptive sensors. From this multimodal sensory input (Spranger, 2008),
the robots build a world model, which reflects the robot’s current belief about
the state of the environment. Conducting experiments with actual robots is time
consuming. We therefore re-use recorded data from actual robotic interactions
to speed up our experiments while at the same time preserving the realism of
physical robot interactions.

Figure 6.1: An example of a robotic interaction. Robots are placed in an officelike environment that contains di↵erent types of objects. This scene contains two
yellow blocks, one box and two robots themselves. The world models of the robots
are shown on the right. In the world models, the arrows represent the robots. The
direction of the arrow marks the orientation of the robot. The circles represent
the blocks and the blue square represents the box. The box has an inherent front
(much like a car or a house – which is marked by the small blue line).

The present data set contains scenes with di↵erent types of objects: boxes,
blocks, and the robots themselves. The example scene in Figure 6.1 contains one
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box, two yellow blocks, and the two interacting robots. The types of objects are
fairly consistent across scenes, but their number, position, and color varies. For
the present experiment, it is very important to keep in mind that the number of
objects, though varying, shows some level of prototypicality. In every scene, the
amount of boxes ranges from 0 to 3 (averaging at 1.39), the amount of blocks can
range from 0 to 9 (averaging at 4.8) and there are always two robots. It is precisely
these distributional patterns that allow us to investigate scalable quantifiers.
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to Steels and Bleys (2005); Van Den Broeck (2008); Spranger et al. (2010a) and
Chapter 3 of this thesis for the specifics of this approach.
In the present experimental design, we use a description game similar to the
one described in van Trijp (2008): the speaker and its interlocutor are not presented with a single scene but with a number of scenes. One of the scenes is what
we will call the focus scene. The speaker attempts to find an utterance that
establishes a referent in the focus scene but not in the other scenes. Consider, for
example, Figure 6.2. The utterance “some blocks in front of me” has a referent
in the focus scene (Scene 1) but not in the other scene. The interlocutor in turn
has to interpret the utterance and find the scene which contains a referent for
that utterance. We build upon an existing system for spatial language (Spranger
et al., 2010b). This framework employs a prototype system (Rosch et al., 2004;
Lako↵, 1987) that allows the agents to calculate the representivity of both the
objects that populate their surroundings as well as the spatial relations that occur between these objects. This allows the robots to distill the correct referent of
“the block left of the box” or “the box in front of me.”

6.3

Experiment 1: Absolute quantification

The model for spatial language establishes how well an utterance such as “block
in front of me” describes an object in a given context. In complex environments,
however, there can be more than one exemplar that answers to a given description.
In such cases, the agents need to be able to deal with sets (and subsets) of
particular objects. Pauw and Spranger (2010) show how the quantificational
aspects of an utterance provide information for this selection process. Consider
the utterance “the three blocks in front of me.” The semantic operations that
are associated with the three signals that the speaker has a unique referent set
in mind of cardinality 3. Using this information the robots simply pick the three
elements from the context that best fit the description “blocks in front of me.”
However, for fuzzy quantifiers such as about three, the matter is somewhat less
straightforward.
The model we use is based on Zadeh’s fuzzy-quantification mode (Zadeh
(1983) - see Glöckner (2006) for a recent overview). This model relies on the
observation that most natural-language-type quantifiers (e.g., some or many)
cannot be interpreted in terms of absolute truth. In other words, the sentence
“Some blocks are red” is true to a certain degree. If there are three blocks in
the context that are red, the utterance is ‘more true’ than if we utter the same
sentence in a context where there are five red blocks. The degree of truth is
indicated by a score between 1 and 0, where 1 is completely, undoubtedly true
and 0 means that the utterance is entirely false. The meaning of some can be
established by answering the question: How true is the sentence “there are some
blocks” (with regard to a specific scene)? If there are three blocks in the scene,

scene-3483136181/A
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we assign a score of 1. If there are four, a score of 0.8. If we do so for every
cardinality, we can establish a distribution of scores that represent the meaning
Crisp quantifier
of the quantifier some (see Figure 6.3). Given such a scenario, the quantifier
some might be used to allude to a referent of cardinality 2 more than it would to
a referent of cardinality 4. In this sense, the
utterance
“Some blocks are red” is
three:
1.00
more readily true in a context where there are two red blocks than in a context
with four red blocks.
0 1as2 distributions.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9However, in such
Crisp quantifiers can also be represented
absolute-quantifier
cases, the values of the bins are either 1 or
0 (and nothing in between). Hence,
the quantifier three assigns a score of 1 to the cardinality 3 and a score of 0 to all
other cardinalities. Under such an analysis, crisp quantifiers are merely a special
Absolute fuzzy quantifiers
Crisp quantifier
case of fuzzy quantifiers.
some: 1.00

three: 1.00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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(a) Three
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Figure 6.3: Representations
the expressions
some and
three.quantifiers
The height of the
bars in the distribution reflect the scores for the associated cardinality (marked
below the bar). some:
The quantifier
three (a) many:
assigns
a score of 1many:
to cardinal
3 and a
some:1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
score of 0 to all other cardinalities. The quantifier some (b) shows a more gradual
curve.
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absolute-quantifier
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experiment
Relative
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Before understanding how a system of fuzzy quantifiers can be self-organized by
a population of agents, we need to look at the behavior of a fully developed quansome: 1.00
many: 1.00
some-9:
1.00
tificational system. We sca↵old the agents with
two1.00
fuzzy quantifiersmany-9:
representing
some and many. Figure 6.4 shows the chosen interpretation of these quantifiers.
For now, the agents do not invent new language
items or learn anything
from
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
other agents.
0
1
0
1scaled-quantifier
scaled-quantifier
We test the performance
of thescalable-quantifier
quantifiers by letting two robotic agents play a
scalable-quantifier
series of language games as described above. The agents are confronted with two
Scaled to box
scenes, one of which
theblock
focus scene. With every interaction in the language
Scaledis to
game, one agent takes the role as a speaker, and the other, that of the hearer. The
speaker thus tries to find an utterance thatsome-3.8:
has a referent
in
the focus
scene but
1.00
many-3.8:
1.00
some-9:scene.
1.00 After interpreting
many-9:this
1.00utterance, the hearer points
not in the alternative
at the scene that it thinks the speaker is alluding to. The game is a success if the
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
scaled-quantifier

Scaled to box
some-3.8: 1.00

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
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scaled-quantifier scaled-quantifier
scaled-quantifier

Acquisition operator
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Absolute
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Absolute
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6.3. Experiment
1: Absolutefuzzy
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Figure 6.4: ThisRelative
figure shows
the baseline
interpretation of quantifiers some and
many if their scalar e↵ects are disregarded. According to this “absolute” definition, six objectssome:
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many
objects,
two objects are considered some
some:
1.00
many:
1.00
1.00
many:
1.00
objects, and four is a dubious case.
00

11

00
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hearer points correctly.
For example,
the speaker could use the utterance “Some
scalable-quantifier
scalable-quantifier
scalable-quantifier
scalable-quantifier
blocks in front of me”, to establish Scene 1 in Figure 6.2 as the focus scene.
Scaled
toblock
block
Scaled
Figure 6.5 shows
thetoresults
of the communication game. Every bar describes
the average communicative success over 500 interactions. There are three di↵erent
conditions. In thesome-9:
first, we1.00
let agents randomly
pick1.00
from a set of recorded scenes.
many-9:1.00
some-9: 1.00
many-9:
Since the amount of objects in every scene is limited, there is a fair chance that
quantity alone cannot act as a di↵erentiating factor between scenes. Given such
78 89 9
34 45never
56 67 78reach
899 a 100% success
1 12 23 34 45 5
6 67 communication
0 01 12 23can
an environmental0 0limitation
the
rate. In fact, wescaled-quantifier
observe that for randomly
picked scenes, the speaker manages
scaled-quantifier
scaled-quantifier
scaled-quantifier
to correctly describe a scene in about 80% of the cases.
Scaled
box
totoconditions
box
The second Scaled
and
third
show what happens if we cherry pick scenes
such that the objects of one specific type are guaranteed to di↵er in both scenes.
For the second condition
we
ensure
that the1.00
scenes never have the same amount
some-3.8:1.00
1.00
many-3.8:
some-3.8:
many-3.8:
1.00
of blocks. And for the third, condition we ensure that the amount of boxes always
di↵er. We can see that, with respect to the baseline, the communicative success
0 1 1 2 2condition
33
0 0(reaching
1 1 2 2 3 3 about 95%). The third condition,
improves for the 0second
scaled-quantifier
scaled-quantifier
however, does not
yield any clear
improvement. Overall the scenes typically
scaled-quantifier
scaled-quantifier
contain between 1 and 3 boxes (averaging at 1.2 boxes per scene). This is always
best described as some boxes according to the absolute interpretation of some.
Acquisitionoperator
operator
Therefore, withAcquisition
absolute quantifiers,
the number of boxes cannot be used as a
di↵erentiating factor. The next chapter shows that this can be solved using scaled
some:1.00
1.00
some:
quantifiers.
The results of this experiment are threefold. First of all, we show how com23 34 45 56 67 78 89 9
0 01is12influenced
municative success
by manipulating the statistical properties of the
absolute-quantifier
scenes. Secondly,
we will use this data in the next section to show that scaled
absolute-quantifier
determiners perform much better in some cases. Thirdly, it establishes a baseline
for the rest of the experiments (80%). This is important because it will allow us
Allignmentoperator
operator
Allignment
to test the performance
of the learning operators in the next experiment.
(1-r)a ) QQ n
(1-r
a
n

c
+ +rara QQ
c

some:1.00
1.00
some:
(1-0.2)
(1-0.2)
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier
absolute-quantifier

Q n+1
==Q n+1
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1.00
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+ 0.2
+ 0.2
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absolute-quantifier
absolute-quantifier

some:1.00
1.00
some:
=
=
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experiment
1

0.8

success

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
random

block-salience

box-salience

environmental conditions

Figure 6.5: Baseline communicative success for absolute quantifiers. This graph
shows the average communicative success after 500 interactions for three di↵erent
conditions. The first condition shows the average communicative success when
the agents are presented with two randomly selected scenes for every interaction.
Under the second condition, the scenes are cherry picked such that they do not
contain the same amount of blocks in every interaction. For the third conditions,
the amount of boxes di↵ers.

Absolute fuzzy quantifiers
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6.3. Experiment 1: Absoluteabsolute-quantifier
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Acquisition experiment
Relative fuzzy quantifiers

We now turn to the acquisition of quantifying expressions. How can one agent
(learner) learn the absolute quantifiers of another (tutor) agent. To study this,
1.00
we sca↵old only a tutor agentsome:
with1.00
quantifiers. many:
The learner
agent does not know
any quantifiers yet, but is provided with learning operators that enable him to
acquire their meanings over a series of interactions. This experiment follows the
same general approach as all the other acquisition experiments in the field. There
1
0
1 is used when the learner
are two learning operators: an0 acquisition
operator,
that
scalable-quantifier scalable-quantifier
hears a specific linguistic construct for the first time; and an alignment operator
that allows the agent to gradually shape the meaning of a linguistic construct.
Scaled to block

6.3.3

Acquisition operator

some-9: 1.00

many-9: 1.00

The acquisition operator is only used when an agent has never heard a specific
quantifying expression before. For now, we presuppose that the agent knows
1 2an3 absolute
4 5 6 7 quantifier.
8 9
0 1 The
2 3 agent
4 5 6 has
7 8 to
9 find
that the unknown lexical item0 is
scaled-quantifier
a quantifier that would isolate
a referent in the focusscaled-quantifier
scene, but not in any of
the other scenes. Such a quantifier is fairly straightforward to establish. Take for
Scaled“three
to boxblocks in front of me” has a referent in
example, Figure 6.2. The utterance
the focus scene but not in the alternative scene. Thus, if the utterance was “some
blocks in front of me” and the hearer knows which of the scenes is the focus scene,
1.00
many-3.8: 1.00
it can establish that 3 is an some-3.8:
appropriate
cardinal
for the quantifier some. The
acquisition operator simply finds the cardinality that would best discriminate the
focus scene and creates a new 0quantifier
1 2 3with the
0 value
1 2 13for this cardinality and
a value 0 for all other cardinalities.
Figure
6.6
shows
the result of the acquisition
scaled-quantifier scaled-quantifier
operator for this specific example. Of course this initial distribution only very
poorly reflects the actual meaning of the word some. The alignment operator will
Acquisition
operator
gradually improve the meaning
over many interactions.
some: 1.00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier

Figure 6.6: The result of the acquisition operator. This is the meaning the learner
Allignment
operator
agent acquired for the word some
with the utterance
“some blocks in front of me”
in the context shown in Figure 6.2. While the acquisition operator does not find
(1-ra ) Q n
+ ra Q c
a perfect interpretation right away
(i.e., some does not mean ‘precisely
three’),
some: 1.00
some:
1.00that
the alignment operator gradually shapes
the representation to accord
with
of other agents.
(1-0.2)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

+ 0.2

absolute-quantifier

absolute-quantifier

Convexity operator
Q alligned
some: 1.00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Q convex
some: 1.00

= Q n+1

some
=

0 1

abso

0
1
scalable-quantifier

0
1
scalable-quantifier

Scaled to block
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some-9: 1.00

6.3.4

many-9: 1.00

Unbiased alignment operator

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The scaled-quantifier
alignment operator scaled-quantifier
is triggered after every unsuccessful interaction. This
presupposes that the failure of the interaction was due to a poor alignment of the
Scaled to
boxin the communicative event. As a first step, a new quantifier is
quantifier
used
computed in precisely the same way as the acquisition operator does, disregarding
some-3.8: 1.00established
many-3.8: 1.00
any previously
meaning. This new quantifier is then merged with the
existing meaning. The merging is done by looping over every bin in the original
meaning
bin in the new quantifier. A new value for the
0 1 and
2 3the corresponding
0 1 2 3
bin isscaled-quantifier
computed asscaled-quantifier
a mixture by the following function:
Q(i)n+1 = (1
Acquisition operator

ra )Q(i)n + ra Q(i)c

(6.1)

where
Q(i)
some:
1.00denotes the value of bin i for quantifier Q. Here, Qn+1 is the updated
quantifier, Qn the previously learned quantifier, and Qc the new quantifier. The
learning
at what rate the new observations influence the old
0 1 2rate,
3 4 5ra6, 7determines
8 9
ones.absolute-quantifier
If ra = 0 then the alignment operator will have no e↵ect whatsoever. If
ra = 1 the old quantifier will be completely replaced by the new observation.
Figure
6.7 showsoperator
an example result of such an alignment iteration.
Allignment
(1-ra ) Q n

+ ra Q c

some: 1.00
(1-0.2)

= Q n+1

some: 1.00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

+ 0.2

absolute-quantifier

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier

some: 1.00
=

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier

Figure
6.7: Theoperator
result of the alignment operator. The learner agent finds eviConvexity
dence that “some somethings” can also mean “3 somethings” (apart from what it
Q alligned
Q convex
learned
already before about
the quantifier some). Quantifier Qc represents the
some:
1.00
some:
newly acquired information, Q1.00
n the current representation and Qn+1 the result
of the alignment process.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier

Figure 6.8 shows the results of an acquisition experiment. The (increasing)
communicative
is plotted over 800 interactions. The graph also shows the
Scaling of success
quantifiers
baseline success established in the previous experiment (i.e., the maximum comscalable quantifier
object class norm scaled quantifier
municative
success that
the agents can reach) and the variance between concepts.
1.00
The measure of variance is basedmany-3.8:
on statistical
variance. For two quantifiers Q1
Pn
and Q2 the varianceboxV ar(Q13, Q2 ) = i=1 (Q1 (i) Q2 (i))2 /n — where n is the
many: 1.00
1 2
range of the quantifier. As can be 0seen
in 3the graph, communicative success does
scaled-quantifier
not reach the baseline and the variance stays at 1.7. In other words, the learner
does not properly align its concepts
with
many-9:
1.00 the tutor. The main problem is that
0
1
the learner
finds
too
little
consistent
evidence
to learn the tutor’s concepts to a
scalable-quantifier block
9
“satisficing” level.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
scaled-quantifier

Scaling of quantifiers 2
scalable
some: 1.00

scaled to box
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Figure 6.8: Learning absolute quantifiers without any bias. The graph shows the
average result of 6 trials of 800 interactions for a community of 5 agents. The
communicative success increases but does not reach the previously established
baseline of 77% communicative success. The variance stagnates at 1.7, which is
not enough for optimal communication.
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6.3.5

Aligment with convexity assumption

The number of possible quantifiers that can be expressed by distributions as discussed above is in principle infinite since the bins can contain any value between
1 and 0. In practice this number is bounded because, in order to achieve communicative success, quantifiers do not have to be identical but just similar enough.
However, the number of possible (distinct enough) quantifiers increases exponentially with the number of objects in the environment. It is therefore not surprising
that the quantifiers have to be constrained in order to be learnable (see also van
Rooij (2006)).
To constrain the possible quantifiers to those that might only naturally occur
in human language, we make use of the convexity principle (Gärdenfors, 2004).
A convex property is a domain-independent property that does not have any
“holes.” For example, the concept left is convex, because if two points belong
to the category left than any point in between also belongs to this category.
The color red is another example of a convex concept: if two di↵erent hues are
classified as red than any hue in the spectrum inbetween is also classified as red.
Gardenförs shows that there is compelling evidence that natural properties are
convex.1
In the case of quantifiers, the meaning of an even number of is not convex.
The number 2 is even, the number 4 is even, but the number 3 is not. Thus, the
distribution would show a hole at number 3 (and at 5, 7, etc. . . ). The quantifier
some, on the other hand is convex. If in a specific context, some blocks can refer
to both five blocks and seven blocks, then per force, some blocks must refer to
Babel web interface
six blocks as well.
convex

0

2

non-convex

4

6

8

absolute-quantifier

10 12

0

2

4

6

8

10 12

absolute-quantifier

reset

Figure 6.9: Convex quantifiers have only one peak. The distribution on the left
represents a convex quantifier. The one on the right is nonconvex.

In the case of fuzzy quantifiers, such a hole appears as a valley between two
1

We of course recognize that convexity is not the only way to constrain quantifiers. For
example many applications of prototype theory assume a prototypical value and a score that
depends on the distance to this prototype (normally according to a bell-curve). Another way
to constrain the quantifiers would be by assuming some (skewed) normal distribution of the
scores, or assume that they can be described by Zadeh’s S-function (Zadeh, 1983). In any event,
all of these assumptions ultimately entail convexity at the price of making more assumptions
about the specific shape of the curve. The reason to employ convexity is that it is a minimal
cognitively valid assumption.
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scaled-quantifier

peaks. Thus, a convex fuzzy quantifier has only one peak. Figure 6.9 shows
Acquisition
the di↵erence between
a convexoperator
and a nonconvex quantifier. Gardenförs initial
formulation of convexity is intended for crisp category membership. For the fuzzy
some: 1.00
case, we use Zadeh’s definition of convexity (Zadeh (1965)) for fuzzy sets. Applied
directly to the fuzzy quantifiers we get that:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Quantifier Q is convex i↵ : If x  y  z then Q(y)
absolute-quantifier

min[Q(x), Q(z)]

(6.2)

where Q(x) is the value of bin x for quantifier Q. For example, if the quantifier
some assigns as score of 0.8 to cardinality 3 and a score of 0.4 to cardinality 5,
operator
then the score ofAllignment
cardinality 4 has
to be higher then the lowest of the two scores
0.8 and 0.4 (hence,
higher than 0.4). One can verify
easily that this is a minimal
(1-ra ) Q n
+ ra Q c
= Q n+1
definition to restrict fuzzy quantifiers to only one peak.
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(Qaligned ) and finds a quantifier (Qconvex ) that is convex and fits the updated
quantifier as well as possible.2 Figure 6.10 shows an example application of the
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Figure 6.10: The result of the convexity operator. After the alignment operation
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produced a new quantifier (Qalligned ), the convexity operator finds a quantifier
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the original aligned quantifier (using a least
scalable quantifier
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squares approximation)
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More precisely, Qconvex is a convex quantifier such that the squared distance between
Qconvex and Qaligned is minimized (i.e., the value sumni=0 (Qconvex (i) Qaligned (i))2 — where
Scaling
ofNote
quantifiers
2 be more then one solution. The precise
n is the range of the
quantifier).
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baseline
communicative success
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Figure 6.11: Learning absolute quantifiers with convexity assumption. The graph
shows 6 trials of 450 interactions for a community of 5 agents.. The communicative success increases and reaches the previously established baseline of 77% communicative success. The graph also shows how the representations of the learner
and of the tutor become more similar over time (variance).
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Formation experiment

The previous section establishes the required operators that enable agents to
align their linguistic concepts of absolute fuzzy quantifiers. Now we can turn to
the question of how such concepts come to exist. As outlined in Steels (2012c),
linguistic innovation is a mirror image of learning. To achieve the communicative
goal (establishing a focus scene), the speaker goes through a planning process.
It is possible with the semantic concepts and procedures presented here that the
planning process cannot find an appropriate description for the focus scene. In
such a case, the agent invokes an invention operator .
The invention operator consists of two parts: When the speaker realizes that
the current set of quantifiers is not expressive enough, it can choose to either
invent a whole new quantifier or to adapt existing ones. In the first case, the
agent invents a new quantifier using the same acquisition operator as described
in the previous section. Similarly if the speaker chooses to adapt its existing
quantifiers, it simply employs the alignment operator. After the introduction of
a new quantifier, the learning operators will ensure that the invented quantifiers
will become shared by the entire population of agents when they are sufficiently
successful.
We sca↵old the agents also with a memory constraint that blocks the possibility to develop an unbounded set of quantifiers. There are three reasons for
this: 1) Commensurability: It is important to keep the results of the experiments
throughout the chapter comparable; 2) Tractibility: The computational complexity increases significantly with the number of available semantic concepts. To be
able to run the experiments in reasonable time, we limit the number of quantifiers; And 3), plausibility: Allowing the agents to develop very specific concepts
for every possible situation would make them very successful in the long run, but
would have no correlate in human language.
For every quantifier that the agents introduce a score is kept that reflects how
often the category is successfully applied. If this score drops below a specific
threshold, the quantifier is removed from the agent’s ontology, making room for
other new candidates. As discussed above, the agents are biased to only develop
two quantifiers. This is achieved by limiting the sum of the scores of all quantifiers
together to two.
Figure 6.12 shows the results of our experiment. Note that the agents manage
to develop a stable quantifier system on the basis of the selectionistic processes:
invention of items, their adaptation and, if they are not successful, their elimination. The graph clearly shows that communicative success converges to the
baseline success. This is the maximum they can achieve with only two quantifiers,
as the quantifiers in the baseline experiment were already chosen to be optimal.
Observe also that the graph shows an initial overshoot of newly invented
quantifiers. The robots try out all kinds of new quantifiers until they hit upon a
set that proves successful over time. When a set of successful quantifiers is found,
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baseline
communicative
success
average number
of quantifiers

Figure 6.12: Self-orgaization of absolute quantifiers with convexity assumption.
The graph show the average result of 5 batches of 2000 interactions for a community of 5 agents. The graphs shows an increase of communicative success that
converges on the baseline success after 1000 interactions. We see an initial overshoot of lexicon size. After about 300 interactions, the amount of quantifying
expressions starts to decrease until after 1000 interactions the agents converge on
a set of two optimal quantifiers.
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the nonsuccessful will automatically phase out.
Figure 6.13 demonstrates that the agents converge on an optimal set of quantifiers. This is a very important point. The graph shows a quantifier (sosa-3,
meaning ‘an average amount of’) that is individually successful, but eventually
does not survive, because it does not perform well in combination with other
quantifiers. Eventually the agents converge on a set of two quantifiers (casa-81
and kosa-4, meaning respectively ‘some’ and ‘many’) that are more successful in
combination with each other.

casa-81
kosa-4

sosa-3: 1.00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier

casa-81: 1.00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier

kosa-4: 1.00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
absolute-quantifier

Figure 6.13: This graph shows the development of the confidence scores of every
quantifier over a series of 900 interactions in a single agent. Note that the quantifier sosa-3 seems to be successful in the beginning, but does not work well in
combination with other quantifiers. After 200 interactions, two successful quantifiers start to emerge (casa-81 or kosa-4) replacing sosa-3.

In sum, this experiment shows that, the agents can self-organize a quantifier
system that reaches the baseline communicative success as established above.
Since the quantifiers in the baseline experiment are chosen to be optimal for the
present data, this suggests that our learning and invention operators — which
only take individual items into account — are sufficient to allow the agents to
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Just as with absolute quantifiers, we represent scalable quantifiers as distributions. However, the robots use a special scaling operation that adjusts the
quantifier to a specific norm. In this experiment, the norm is provided by the
object class. Every quantifier has a base representation that can be seen as a
function that assigns scores between 0 and 1 over the range 0 to 1. This can
be seen in Figure 6.14.
The scaling operation samples values from the scalable
reset
quantifier at an interval depending on the norm. For some norm n, the scaling
of the base quantifier Qb to the scaled quantifier Qn is given by the following
equation:
Qn (x) = Qb (x/n)
Qn (x) = Qb (1)

for x  n
otherwise

(6.3)
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Figure 6.16 shows the results of the communication game. As a comparison,
the previous results of the baseline experiment for absolute quantifiers are shown
in the same figure. Every bar describes the average communicative success over
500 interactions. There are three di↵erent conditions: In the first, we randomly
pick scenes from our data set; for the second condition, we ensure that the scenes
do not have the same number of blocks; and for the third condition, we ensure
that the number of boxes di↵er.

Figure 6.16: Baseline communicative success for absolute quantifiers. This graph
show the average communicative success after 500 interactions for three di↵erent
conditions. The first condition shows the average communicative success when
the agents are presented with two randomly selected scenes at every interaction.
For the second condition, the scenes are cherry picked such that they do not
contain the same amount of blocks. For the third the amount of boxes di↵er.

We can see that the scaled quantifiers perform better for all three conditions
(90% vs 85% for the random scene condition, 99% vs 95% for the block condition
and almost 100% vs 81% for the box condition). We see a general increase in
communicative success and especially so for the box condition.
Scaled quantifiers can be adapted to the expected amount of any type of
object. Since, in our data there are never more than three boxes, the scaled
quantifiers will classify two boxes as many. The upshot of this is that the scalable
quantifiers are equally applicable to the number of boxes as to the number of
blocks. Scalable quantifiers therefore seem to be more versatile than absolute
quantifiers in the sense that they can be used in many more types of situations.
In this experiment we see how this leads to higher communicative success.
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6.4. Experiment 2: Scalable quantification
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As with absolute quantification, with scalable quantifiers, the alignment operator builds upon the acquisition operator. If the communicative interaction fails,
the acquisition operator is used to create an alternative hypothesis for the meaning of the quantifier. This alternative is subsequently merged with the initial
meaning of the quantifier in question. The merging procedure is identical to the
one used for absolute quantifiers. This is possible because we represent scalable
quantifiers in the same way as absolute quantifiers. Figure 6.18 shows an example
of this procedure.
Figure 6.19 shows the results of an acquisition experiment using these procedures. As predicted by the baseline experiment, the agents achieve a higher
communicative success with scaled quantifiers than with absolute quantifiers. The
point here, then, is that our agents achieve near-perfect alignment using the exact
same procedures as with absolute quantifiers. This guarantees commensurability
between the proposed experiments.
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Figure 6.18: Extension of the alignment operator for scalable quantifiers. This
figure shows all the steps of the alignment operator. The agent finds the most
appropriate quantifier (a). This quantifiers is normalized with respect to a given
norm (b). The existing representation of the quantifier (c) is merged with the
newly acquired base quantifier (d). The convexity operator is applied (e). As in
Figure 6.17, the norm in this figure is 9, which is the norm we established for the
block object class.
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Figure 6.19: Learning scalable quantifiers. The graphs shows 6 trials of 450 interactions for a community of 5 agents. The graph shows that the communicative
success increases and reaches the previously established baseline.
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Formation experiment

The self-organization experiment for the scalable quantifier language strategy is
identical to the one for absolute quantifiers. In this section we show that if agents
are endowed with a minimal set of invention, learning and elimination operators,
they will bootstrap an optimal (i.e., satisficing) quantifier system.
As in the previous experiment (see section 6.3), we bias agents towards a
simple system of only two quantifers. Every newly invented quantifier is provided
with a confidence score that reflects how well the quantifier performs. If that
score drops below a specific threshold, the quantifier is removed from the ontology.
Next to inventing new quantifiers, they continuously search to improve existing
quantifiers.

baseline
communicative success

average number of quantifiers

Figure 6.20: Self-orgaization of scalable quantifiers. The graphs shows 8 trials of
2000 interactions for a community of 5 agents. The graphs shows an increase of
communicative success that converges on the baseline success after 800 interactions. We see an initial overshoot of lexicon size. After about 150 interactions, the
number of quantifying expressions starts to decrease until after 800 interactions
the agents converge on a set of two optimal quantifiers.
Figure 6.20 shows the results of a language-formation experiment. The average
communicative success reaches the baseline. The baseline was established using
optimally defined quantifiers, Thus the agents find a quantifier system that is
optimal for scalable quantifiers.
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Previously we have shown that a system based on scalable quantifiers performs
better in this particular environment than a absolute-quantifier system. The
result of this experiment shows that the agents can bootstrap a scalable-quantifier
system that exploits this advantage. In the following section we build upon these
findings by showing that as a consequence, when left to their owen devices, the
robotic agents will favor a scalable- over an absolute-quantifier system.

6.5

Experiment 3: Strategy competition

The above experiments considered the absolute and scalable language strategies
in isolation. They show that for both both strategies a community of agents
can self-organize a quantifier system using the same set of general learning and
formation operations. Here we will show the results of putting both strategies in
competition.
The experimental setup is identical to the formation experiments in section
6.3.6 and 6.4.3. The agents are provided with operations for learning and expansion of the language system. Every quantifier contains a confidence score that
reflects its communicative performance. If the score of a specific quantifier is 0 it
is removed. In order to keep the experiments throughout the chapter comparable,
the agents are biased towards learning a system of two quantifiers. We consider
two di↵erent environmental conditions. The first (random) condition presents the
agents with a random set of scenes from the data set. In the second (monotonic)
condition we ensure that the agents can alway discriminate the focus scene in
terms of number of blocks, thus taking away the necessity to consider the number of boxes. On the basis of the previous experiments, we hypothesize that the
random condition will give rise to a clear advantage for scalable determiners, the
reason being that the scenes from the data set prototypically contain more blocks
than boxes, thus making scalable quantifiers more useful than absolute ones.
Figure 6.21 shows the results of the experiment. Figures 6.21(a) and (b) show
di↵erent plots for the same example run of the random condition. We see that
the agents converge on a scalable quantifiers system in this scenario. Of course,
depending on the run, it is possible for the the agents to converge on di↵erent
strategies: only scalable quantifiers, only absolute quantifiers or a mixture of both.
Figure 6.22, shows the average outcome of di↵erent systems over 15 runs for the
two conditions (random and monotonic). We see that for the random conditions,
the community of agents almost always converges on a scalable language strategy.
For the monotonic condition there is no clear preference for one strategy over the
other.
These results are in line with the earlier findings in this chapter. The baseline
experiment showed that for the random condition there is a clear advantage for
scalable quantifiers. The formation experiment in the previous section shows
that agents are capable of self-organizing such a scalable quantifier system. Here
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number of quantifiers

number of quantifiers

success

communicative success

number of interactions
(a) communicative success of quantifiers

strategy use

scalable

absolute

number of interactions

(b) strategy use

Figure 6.21: The results of the strategy competition experiment. Graphs (a) and
(b) show di↵erent plots for the same run. Graph (a) shows the convergence of
communicative success and graph (b) shows the strategy that is being used by the
agents. In this particular run the agents converge on a quantifier system using
the scalable language strategy. Initially they use both strategies, but at around
interaction 1000 the last absolute quantifier dies out.
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Figure 6.22: Graph (c) shows the result of 15 runs for two di↵erent conditions:
random and monotonic. We see that for random scenes the agents almost always
converge on a scalable strategy. For monotonic scenes the choice of strategy is
random.

we show that the general selectionistic mechanisms exploit this advantage and
will lead agents to develop a scalable quantifier system. These result confirm
the hypothesis: The structure of the environment and the capacity of agents to
perceive this structure can by itself explain the choice for a scalable quantifier
system.

6.6

Conclusion

The present chapter demonstrates how a community of agents can self-organize
a language system for quantificational expressions. Through a series of experiments we verified the hypothesis that predictability within a given environment
is required to explain the need for context-dependent quantifiers.
The first experiment shows how agents can self-organize a quantifier system
based on an absolute quantification language strategy. Such a strategy works
well so long as the various types of obects do not show prototypicality e↵ects
regarding their numerosity. The second experiment shows how agents can selforganize a quantifier system based on a scalable quantification language strategy.
For simple worlds that do not exhibit any structural systematicity with respect
to the amount of objects of a specific type, such a strategy does not di↵er from
absolute quantifiers. However, in more realistic situations, the advantage of scalable quantifiers becomes apparent. In the final experiment we allow the agents
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to draw from both strategies in the development of a quantifier system. This
experiment shows that the preference of a strategy depends on the predictability
of the distribution of objects in the visual context. A high level of predictability
will lead our agents to favor a scalable- over an absolute-quantifier system. The
mechanisms proposed in this chapter are based on the general principles used
throughout this book.
While the convexity constraint is a necessary (cognitive) condition, the main
focus of this chapter is on the environmental constraints. Needless to say, in practice, both cognitive and environmental constraints influence the way a language
develops. This experiment shows that the environmental constraints alone are
sufficient to explain the tendency of languages towards scalable quantifiers. A
next interesting step would be to look at the role of cognitive constraints (such
as subitizing e↵ects).
Another interesting next step would be to extend the current experiments
beyond the domain of quantification. The principle of scalability is far from
being exclusive to the domain of quantification. Adjective such as far and near
and big and small show the same kind of scalability in their respective domains.
In fact, there are languages such as Malagasy that use the same word for the
quantifier many and the adjective big (von Fintel and Matthewson, 2007).
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6.A

Data

We use prerecorded data from robotic interactions. The data itself is not publicly
available, but this section describes the relevant statistics.
The data set we use contains a total number of 681 scenes. Every scene
contains a number of objects that are represented as a list of continues feature
values (e.g. color channels, estimated position, estimated height, etc. . . ). The
precise features are not relevant for this chapter. We are mainly interested in the
number of instances of a specific object type in a scene. Figure 6.23, shows the
distributions of the two object types of interest: blocks and boxes.
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Figure 6.23: The distribution of objects in our data set.
The robots have to discriminate scenes in terms of the number of objects of
a specific type. The communicative success in doing so, depends on the precis
quantifiers and can not be established a priori. We can, however, establish a
theoretical upper limit. If the focus scene contains the same number of boxes and
blocks as the alternative, then it will not be impossible to successfully discriminate
the focus scene.
With a total of 681 there are 463761 possible combinations of scenes. The
table in Figure 6.24 shows the number of scenes pairs that can discriminated in
terms of number of blocks, boxes or either.
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object type
boxes
blocks
boxes or blocks

number of pairs proportion
325636
0.70
374190
0.81
435038
0.94

Figure 6.24: The distribution of objects in our data set.
In theory this means that with an unbounded number of quantifiers, the agents
could achieve communicative success in 94% of the cases. However, in practice,
even with an unbounded number of quantifiers, this practical limit will not be
reached due to noisy perception of the robots.

